NAZIS reincarnated in USA(The Warmonger)with Atheism is Defeated.
Standard Science Had Proved Reasonable Prophecy Mechanism in Theism.2017/12/16.
All is LOGIC the simplest,but strongest science and it could explain scientific validity of
Religion revealed from the other world. The teach is justice,truth and brotherhood,
Only by which,society could establish stable order toward co-live in peace.While the
negation injustice,lie,and hatred now has been ruling on the world(upside down world)due
to crooked spirit in high place(supremacist ruler the atheist). That is,Religion is logic,while
wrong Atheism is anti-logic which can not be nothing,but destructive disorder toward
death in chaos.Concretely to tell,those are now the perpetual false flag wars and terrors in
the world now heading climate hell of global mass extermination(not sucidal extinction).
It is evident enough that also our deeds had made awful wrong now causing our extinction.
Thereby,we must urgently do fixing by making global solidarity with recognition on the
decisive truth. Above all,responsibility of scientists and religionists role are decisive.

PART_1：The Scientific Validity.
[１]：The Other World of Invisible Vacuum is Almighty One.
LOGIC is the Simplest,but Strongest Science for All of You !!.
Ⅰ：Once having assumed contradiction true,anything become true(Logic Theorem).
1)

China fable:A weapon merchant was selling spear and shield with saying,“This spear can

penetrate any shield,and that shield can protect any spear!!”.Then a passer asked him,what
would happen if you hit that shield with this spear ??. Thus,contradiction was revealed.

Proposition

A＝

Negative proposition not A＝

spear penetrates shield,
spear do not penetrates shield,

Thus simultaneous realization “A and not A” never be possible in our visible material world.
→non realization＝lie(false proposition)

Therefore,once having assumed contradiction

proposition true,then also false become true to realize,anything can become true to

realize Almighty World !!.
Ⅱ：Contrapositive Proposition of true one is also True(Logic Theorem) :
Proposition

Contrapositive Proposition

If A ,then B (true),

If not B,then not A(true).

Realizing Contradiction is impossible in our visible material world(true).
if Contradiction realized,then it is non-material world(true).

：In Physical Vacuum World<non material one>,so called Vacuum Polarization
Phenomena(realizing contradiction !!)is officialy admitted in the world academy !!!.

０＝＋a－a.<mathematical relation>.
In common sense,vacuum is complete empty,however quantum physics revealed
realization of spontaneous creating particle(＋a) and anti-particle(－a) from nothing＝0,
the the pair once again is to annihilate into nothing in extremely short time.This
phenomenon(vacuum polarization)is officialy admitted both by theory and experiment.
2)

Creation from nothing had already proved broken down established logic(a contraciction).

3)

±pair of elementary particle and the anti-particle is called dipole.which is to become kernel

concept of “twin” in following paragraph.Not only elementary particle,but also complex
particle(general matter)can become dipole.That is ,we human-being can have ghost twin in
vacuum field(the other world of non material one).
In vacuum space(the other world),once a contradiction had been realized,
anything could be true(Almighty Realization !).
http://www.777true.net/Logic-the-most-simple_but-supreme-way-for-recognition.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Proof-on-God.pdf

[２]：Prophecy Mechanism by Resonance Communication between Twins.
Ⅳ:Heavenly Revelation Mechanism.
Now this could not be complete proof,but almost exactly confirmed by many experiments.

⑴In global and long history,stronger telepathy between twin had been admitted.
4)

Radio transceiver is explained as resonance between analogous transmitter and receive

electrical circuit with antenna(LC resonace circuit)..

⑵There are two kind of propagating wave in electromagnetic theory.One is unpopular.
⒜ Electromagnetic wave in portable phone is essentially magnetic wave due to alternate
current in antenna,which needs energy to radiate.This is called also A wave.
⒝Another is electrostatic due to alternate charge.This is called B wave.This is to act in fact.
Alternate charge on capacitive antenna radiates pure electrical wave(nothing magnetic) in
space.Against common sense,B wave needs nothing energy to radiate<Suzuki’s job>.
Total energy of this universe is “0” due to the birth from nothing.
5)

０＝＋Ｅ(bond)－Ｅ(debt).<the mathematical relation>。
General mater has positive energy＋Ｅ,while,
attraction force(gravity field)has negative one＝－Ｅ.

6)

Dipole(vacuum polarization)created from nothing has positive energy of twin particles,

while attraction force between them has negative one to cancell positive energy.
⑶A life can transmit and receive electrical signal in general !!.
⒜Biological nerves communicate between brain and organs by charge signal.
A cell is also electrical circuit component,which has been precisely being studied.
⒝Electric eel(etc)radiates electric lines toward environment from lateral line cells and
detects those variation to enable environment visible like as radar<many studies>.
⒞Long distance propagation of B wave is possible by alternate charge in cells<EM theory>
The reality of communication between twins is this B wave(now hypothesis,but
many validity in experienced facts).
⑷In Vacuum Space,There are Many Ourselve’s Twin !.
⒜above

：±pair of particle and the anti-particle is called dipole.

This is “twin” that becomes kernel concept in following discussion.
Dipole is not only or elementary particle,but also for general complex one.
http://www.777true.net/Energy-Creation-Process-from-QED-to-QGD.pdf
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⑸Conclusion:Heavenly Revelation Mechanism.

In the other world,Almighty One tells to ghost twin of earthly Prophet.
☞：Many prophets manifestation occured especially in chaotic eras、Almighty one is mercy
enough to save even such mankind with full sin deeds.

Then,the communication is to be telepathy(B wave)toward earth Prophet
The most great prophet at now world Jucelino.N.L(Catholic believer the great climate
warnner) told that he receive message in his dream.It may be so called trance state,but not
ordinal conscious one.
6)

John,Muhammad,....All of historical holy prophet told becoming trans state.

⑹Resonance between this world and the other almighty one by B wave.
Almighty World

TWIN
This World

Message Transfer

“Prophet”

:The other world is almighty,where the holy one with strong decisive motive revelates a
message(revelation)to ghost messenger(ghost prophet). It is deed by Almighty !!.
:The ghost messenger in the other world and the messenger(prophet) in this secular
world are complete twin. Thereby,a telepathy as strong resonance could be realizable,
which turn to become message transfer to this secular world through the messenger
(the prophet).......This is a hypothesis,but not proof.
http://www.777true.net/Scientifical-Mechanism-of-Prophecy-by-Paranormalities.pdf

⑺Thus,it is strongly wrong that religion is wrong due to its non-science.

This truth is to turn decisive wrong recognition that religion is no science(fraud).
That is,our world at now is upside down,which deny the most important truth.

Holy Revelation(from Almighty World)
has sufficient scientific validity.
This would become strong truth to
overcome atheism,now which has been
ruling this chaotic upside down world
toward climate hell extermination one.
Author and all his theory has been neglecting and being persecuted both by international
academy, and certain insidious power due to USA with Japanese agents.Thereby,unless
your strong support,this truth could not accomplish the decisive mission.
http://www.777true.net/Scientifical-Mechanism-of-Prophecy-by-Paranormalities.pdf

PART_2：How to Overcome Atheism Ruling now Destructing the World.
[３]：Role of Religion(the Political and Social Salvation).
Authors conclusion is only revealing scientific mechanism of Religious Revelation,then
which could be strong support for Religion toward overcoming wrong atheism ideology.
In fact,there are many self-styled theists who will not understand and not act for true
intension of religion(realizing justice,truth,and brotherhood in global)are also substantial
atheists.If such actions was,there could not be such chaos of now world with poverty,false
terror,wars and ignoring deadly climate change now heading global extermination hell.
[４]：Toward Overcoming Atheism now Destructing the World.
Religious race Jew was massacred in gas chamber by NAZIS.This may be strong historical
indication of coming exterminating mankind in methane gas fire hell.It is reincarnated
NAZIS who has been hiddenly and insidiously accelerating climate collapse.Note the world
has nothing atmospheric CO2 reduction since 1992 Rio Earth Summit .
However there is still chance to stabilize climate by unprecedented global effort !!.
Essentially opposer is unique and only the reincarnated NAZIS power in USA<⑴❷>.
As anyone know well,it is NAZIS who did the Holocaust against Jew the Religious race.
Now they once again try to exterminate global population not by nuclear war,but by climate.
They has been ruling this world toward operation EndGame(final survival game) due to their
supremacism ideology(this is against religious teach).It is to exterminate global people.
CIA-the warmonger has hiddenly been operating global false flag wars and terrors by
employing ISIS and corrupted fake media in the world now heading climate exterminating
hell.Why climate never effectively will be fixed is that it is hidden EndGame.Thereby,now the
world has been pursuing delusional decadent economy consuming massive fossil fuel
toward suicide.Now people has been too busy to save their life in wealth gap growing.
Climate could be fixed by geo-engineering,while livelihood could be stabilized by BI.
Our salvation could still be possible by urgent global people’s recognition on the possibility.
⑴NAZI Ideology Adorer CIA-military industry complex reincarnated NAZIS in USA.
①People are Slaves of Nobility Supremacy.
②Perpetual War Strategy toward Hegemony Win.
This is due to the Hoegelian Philosophy in feudalism Preusen 19th C.This ideolgy evidently
against God teach(atheism).
HEGEL AND TOTALITARIANISM THE CULT OF STATE POWER
http://www.worldfuturefund.org/wffmaster/Reading/Quotes/hegelnew.htm

A:By setting enemy,and making perpetual war toward hegemony winning.
THE GOOD OF WAR
"War has the deep meaning that by it the ethical health of nations is preserved and their finite
aims uprooted.

And as the winds which sweep over the ocean prevent decay that would result

from its perpetual calm, so war protects the people from the corruption which an everlasting
peace would bring upon it.

History shows phases which illustrate how successful wars have

checked internal unrest and have strengthened the entire stability of the State. Not only do
nations issue forth invigorated from their wars, but those nations torn by internal strife, win peace
at home as a result of war abroad."

B:Nation and people are those who should be exploited by nobility hereditary.
PRIMACY OF THE STATE VS. THE INDIVIDUAL
"In civilized nations, true bravery consists in the readiness to give oneself wholly to the
service of the State so that the individual counts but as one among many. Not personal
valor alone is significant; the important aspect lies in self-subordination to the universal
cause." "A single person, it hardly needs saying, is something subordinate,
and as such he must dedicate himself to the ethical whole [this whole being the Nation]

⑵Historical Overview on Theism(democrats) VS Atheism(autocrat,plutocracy).
<Origin of the Hatred by the Crooked Spirit in High Place>.
Revolution is More Terrible than Defeating War→ Operation EndGame.
Now author try to reveal hidden insidious hate power against people.
It is desperate endeavoring to entirely conserve the ruling power at now.
❶It is Jewish People who had endeavored to liberate mankind from historical barbarous
violence ruling by kingdom regime.Mosses preached justice without violence.Christ
preached people justice,turth,and brotherhood toward co living<democratizing>.
❷NAZIS was established to persecute Jew(the revolution race) by American Capitalists.
NAZIS establishment was accomplished by Germany people’s hate power against Jew
insidiously conspired by the wicked spirit in high place(the Capitalist elite).They hated
Jewish people who concerned democratizing revolutions(Christianism,French,Russian
Revolution,etc).Those are so say a class struggle(K.Marx). The key word is that

Revolution is More Terrible than Defeating War<F.Konoe Japan imperial>.
http://www.777true.net/The-Rockefeller-File.pdf

Above all,they hate own status decline by democratizing

❸USA Imperialism machine=CIA-military industry complex the warmonger was established
by secret importing NAZIS person with war technology after the war(Operation paperclip).
Those are told private military of USA emperor Rockefeller(German American).
❹By secret CIA operations of Gradio and Condor,Europe and South America had become
ruled by American Imperialism after the war.Except Russia and China(the former
communism nation),the world could be told substantially being ruled by USA.
Now hidden global government is called Bliderberg Group(secret society of global elites of
nobility and wealthiest family hereditary power).Evidently they are against democracy.
Their global strategy is told to be decided in their secret annual meeting.
❺Operation EndGame in facing Climate Decay toward Global Extinction.
⒜Operation EndGame
This world has been being ruled by Bilderbergers with Rockefeller the General Head Quater of
NAZIS.Their final aim is not peace making,on the contrary,to conspire eugenics world for the
few elite's surviving(Operation EndGame).This might be due to capitalism instinct.

For the New World Order, a world government is just the beginning. Once in place they can
engage their plan to exterminate 80% of the world’s population, while enabling the “elites”
To live forever with the aid of advanced technology.For the first time, crusading filmmaker
ALEX JONES reveals their secret plan for humanity’s extermination: Operation ENDGAME.
http://netattic.net/unbelievable/operation-endgame/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x-CrNlilZho
⒝In 1970s,EXXON-MOBIL(the emperor Rockefeller)had noticed, CO2 emission would
cause climate destruction.Then they might have decided to conceal it in order to evade
change in massive oil consumption regime.Note this is nothing,but revolution is more terrible
than defeating war. Thereby,it could not help to call them wicked spirit in high place .
http://www.msnbc.com/greenhouse/watch/exxon-knew-four-decades-ago-about-co2-536557123
707?utm_source=climatenexus&utm_medium=referral

⒞In 1990s,USSR had decided own dissolution of cold war regime due to financial difficulty.
Then the warmonger had become panicked by losing decisive business partner,Thus they
had determined to produce new enemy by 9/11(2001) the inside job to keep perpetual
wartime regime with false flag terror and regional wars especially Middle East..
⒟Making regime toward Operation EndGame both in Nuclear War and Climate.
Then they advocated threat of the former,but hided the latter.This is the most essential
problem in coming decades.Once again it shall be discussed.

⒠Making regime toward Operation EndGame by enlarging Wealth Gap in Economy.
In today,fundamental markets in advanced nations had reached its saturation point,which
turned to be inevitable economy decline.This is a cause to need police state-nization to
suppress mass poverty people both in economy and in coming foods shortage due to
worsened climate .
⒡Thereby It’s not Invisible Climate,but Imminent Job-BUSINESS.
Thus both people and wicked elites had become conservative without regime change
toward EndGame.
➏Now USA is strongest Climate Witch Hunt Society in Carbon Narcotism
In world leading nation America,communism,climate alarmist,(and pro Russia & China)
are considered enemy of the regime,so they are target of Witch Hunt.Established Media
are strong witch hunt machines belonging the Oil Emperor .
⒜Behind the strong conservatism against climate in USA is due to op End Game.
Total Nuclear War in WWⅢ is impossible,because it would become complete extermination
for all not allowing even op EndGame.But the false military disputes might be kept for
coming decades with threatening of total nuclear war between USA and Russia.
It is camouflage to hide climate.Now climate hell could exterminate most of life on the
earth,but it has found to be not complete extermination even Methane Catastrophe.
http://www.777true.net/Arctic-Methane-Extinction-is-Revealed-to-be-Operation-EndGame.pdf

⒝It is Climate that is hidden,but substantial WW

exterminating global people.

Unless Arctic Cooling Engineering implementation,coming climate exterminating hell is due
to Arctic Methane Catastrophe.It is told that twice times of Methane catastrophe in ancient
time had exterminated more than 90% seeds<Permian and PETM>.However it could not
have been complete extermination,because we still revive from there.It is told that
Antarctica may be evacuation place for eugenicist the wealthy with high tech machine.
Global fire storm in final stage of Arctic Methane Catastrophe would attack northern
hemisphere at first.Extreme south region could be one where enable surviving ?!.
⒞It is insidious eugenicist who has been promoting climate collapse.
In past and now,it is only USA who has been not willing to join the international climate
treaty by UN.Of course,the treaty itself is entirely hypocrite not effective for climate fixing.
The hypocrite is due to IPCC report for policy makers,even which is operated by EXXONMOBIL Rockefeller(NAZIS reincarnated Power in USA=CIA military industry oil media
complex＝the warmonger in USA). NAZIS is famous for its ideology of eugenics.

http://www.777true.net/Global-People-Must-Search-an-Essential-Evile-Origin.pdf
http://www.777true.net/The-Rockefeller-File.pdf

⑶After all,Who has been ruling the world<The Crooked Spirit in High Place>
This is mind analysis on who has been hiddenly and substantially ruling this modern world.
❶Who massacred Jewish People ?.Who forced Jew to cause now chaotic Israel?.It is
substantially American Capitalist who once supported NAZIS establishment in 1930s.
Rockefeller(the American empire)with Bush family was dominant in the role.They
(supremacism(autocracy)with injustice,lie and hatred against people)hated Jew the
religious mission race with God(justice,truth,and brotherhood to co-live(democracy).
http://www.777true.net/The-Rockefeller-File.pdf
CIA is told the emperor Rockefeller’s private military.
http://www.777true.net/How-to-Escape-from-Global-Slavery-by-CIA.pdf
They pursue pleasure in unrighteousness,while their opposer is to suffer as follows.
❷Now USA Presidency has been not ruling,but being ruled by the warmonger.
Now Israelite being tortured since 1948 had been crooked to have become NAZIS ally.
A torture causes egocentric,because perpetual pain signal to brain causes perpetual
conscious for self-defensing with less care for others.They are to lose affordability for others.
To tell from beginning,Israel nation establishing was consequence of terrible long historical
persecution against Jew in Europe,which was big conspiracy to cause Israel.Since 1948,
Israelite has been perpetual attacking and being attacked from neighbor nations(torture).
Note this ruthless wars are also stronger torture against weaker Palestinian.Thus both had
become egocentric without care for the others,but with entirely growing stronger hatred.
At last ,Now Israelite had become crooked to be ally of NAZIS reincarnated USA !!.
Thus Israel now becomes upside down in Satanism ruling world.
Thereby,at first,Israel must stop torture against Palestinians to enable peace talk !!!.
☞:Also the perpetual strong media attacks(pain)with Russia collusion suspicion against
Trump have crooked him to be NAZIS ally.By this attacking,he had lost his colleague to
cause him strong stress(torture).Thus anyone with strong perpetual torture could be crooked
to become enemy friend !!.Note CIA-media complex is expert on advanced mind control
technique.Thereby,it needs justice deed to stop torture of painful fake attacks.
❸Long time strong torture causes one to become even self destructive !!!.
It is unconscious action to vanish the pain.At now,both Israel and North Korea(both are
puppet nations of warmonger USA)seem self destructive without care for the world.The
latter is terrible,desperate chronic famine hell nation without care for nation people.

❹The Key Nation People American and Israelite.
⑴American Fascism Machine(CIA-military industry complex).
They seem to author that they has been too busy to secure only own life in invisible,but
strong advanced fascism nation with visible and invisible violence ruling.
Eisenhower's Farewell Address to the Nation,1961
http://mcadams.posc.mu.edu/ike.htm
Progress toward these noble goals is persistently threatened by the conflict now engulfing
the world. It commands our whole attention, absorbs our very beings. We face a hostile
ideology global in scope, atheistic in character, ruthless in purpose, and insidious in method.
Above is nothing,but beginning of ruling by reincarnated NAZIS due to op paper clip .
JFK once tried to challenge CIA-military industry complex(the visible and invisible violence
machine)the most national budget eater,but failed.Since that day to now,none could
overcome the most American Evil Machine.

D.J.Trump now has also failed.

⑵USA has substantially become North Korea the brutal fascism nation.
Because none will try to turn the extreme evil regime ruled by only one family.Elites are
loudly applausing a tyrant who has been killing people by chronic famine.Elites are silently
following a tyrant who would massacre global people by climate hell.The former is visible
ugly little rocket man,while the latter is invisible,but insidious gigantic global exterminator.
⑶The Deadly Crooked mis-Interpretation of the Myth(Apcaypse,or Ragnarøk).
Certainly the Bible revealed doomsday coming in Apocalypse by Johne.However,it is with
condition that we failed in repentance,God never revealed the Bible to extinguish mankind,
but to save mankind by repentance toward people’s co-live in peace.However now people
following wicked ruler the supremacist(who deny people’s co-live in peace)had turned
substantially to be atheist due to nothing repentance(concretely to tell,it is revolution to
accomplish God’s teach;justice,truth and brotherhood to co-live in peace).
He may be traditional Judaismist and once told “only Apocalypse is wright in the Bible”(new
testament).Then he is to believe coming doomsday.It is those crooked misinterpretation of
the Bible that author wish to warn you.Maybe in his thought,he may have strong,but silent
desperate for humanity.It may be due to the sad,but awful long time persecution against Jew
people.They has been teaching global people God’s teach to save people.While people
terribly discriminated them.It is just upside down world ruled by Satan. Jewish people is also
an ordinal human who become mind disease due to strong pain.Thereby we could not
accuse such wrong them,but could save them by showing them strong faith for their teach in

Actual Actions.

❺The Final Summary(this is mere a simple,but strong LOGIC !!).
⑴All becoming Theist is great historical chance toward Global Revolution.
Science never deny Religion,but affirm.Thereby,science is not enemy,but strong ally.
Thereby atheism due to no validity in science is not correct,so it must be turned !!.
⑵In fact,global chaos in politics due to crooked spirit in high place(the Emperor ruling).
They are supremacist now operating EndGame exterminating global population.
Their supremacism is anti-Religion(injustice,lie,hatred not to co-live in peace).
Their ruling is terribly wrong to cause upside down world which must be turned.
⑶Having gotten rid of the supremacist ruling enables following revolution.
Terror and warfare could be stabilized by Engineering in politics-economics.
Climate could be stabilized by Engineering in new energy and Arctic Cooling.
All people’s livelihood could be stabilized by Engineering in Basic Income.
Supplemental Comment:
A drastic change in life would cause confusion and resistance in people in various situation.
As for someones in warfare or in famine,it must be salvation,or they could not agree.
By anyhow, prolonging current way of life is one toward global exterminating hell.
Maybe least pain for people is change at once in global for saving equality.
Then something decisive global declaration must be accomplish to implement it !!!.
Author wish it would have done by global solidarity of religionist,scientist and engineer,....
⑴Regional warfare is causing mutual torture which causes more hatred with each other.
Thereby,by anyhow,rapid cease fire must be the highest priority without any condition.
⑵Middle East,Ukraine,..most of those disputes are caused by warmonger USA.
⑶Muslim world must declare ISIS,etc are not Muslim,but fake at all by warmonger USA.
https://www.globalresearch.ca/who-is-behind-al-qaeda-in-iraq-pentagon-acknowledges-fabricating-a-zarqawi-legend/2275

⑷Nothing substantial climate fixing has been being caused by supremacist USA
⑸Global wealth gap growing(poverty)has been being caused by supremacist USA
⑹Nothing substantial fact news has been being caused by supremacist USA(CIA).
⑺Also author could not be complete,but incomplete,so thereby your support is decisive.
Something strong cooperation is necessary to organize R&D lab on this problem.

